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Neutrophil polarity relies on local, mutual inhibition to
segregate incompatible signaling circuits to the lead-
ing and trailing edges. Mutual inhibition alone should
lead to cells having strong fronts and weak backs or
vice versa. However, analysis of cell-to-cell variation
in human neutrophils revealed that back polarity re-
mains consistent despite changes in front strength.
How is this buffering achieved? Pharmacological
perturbations and mathematical modeling revealed
a functional role for microtubules in buffering back
polarity by mediating positive, long-range crosstalk
from front to back; loss of microtubules inhibits buff-
ering and results in anticorrelation between front and
back signaling. Furthermore, a systematic, computa-
tional search of network topologies found that a
long-range, positive front-to-back link is necessary
for back buffering. Our studies suggest a design prin-
ciple that can be employed by polarity networks:
short-range mutual inhibition establishes distinct
signaling regions, after which directed long-range
activation insulates one region from variations in
the other.
INTRODUCTION
Neutrophils are fast-moving first responders of the immune sys-
tem that are essential for the innate response against invading
pathogens. Upon stimulation with chemoattractant, neutrophils
adopt a polarized morphology by forming a protrusive F-actin-
enriched leading edge (front) and a contractile myosin-enriched
trailing edge (back). A large body of work has identified many
biochemical components and interactions within the neutrophil
polarity network and placed them into distinct front and back
signaling modules (Figure 1A) (Stephens et al., 2008; Xu et al.,
2003) whose activities regulate the behaviors of the morpholog-
ical front and back. Current studies suggest a core network motifCin which local mutual inhibition between front and back estab-
lishes spatially segregated domains, whereas front positive
feedback is a driving force in maintaining polarity.
How might this core motif of mutual front-back inhibition and
positive front feedback affect the relation between front and
back signaling? On the one hand, the positive feedback loop in
the front should permit front signals to overpower and strongly
diminish back signals in their inhibitory ‘‘tug of war’’ within the
cell (Van Keymeulen et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2006); this sug-
gests an anticorrelated trend between the back and front (Fig-
ure 1B, top) (Van Keymeulen et al., 2006). On the other hand, a
long-range positive link from the front module to the back mod-
ule has been observed (Kumar et al., 2012; Van Keymeulen et al.,
2006) and has been proposed to promote front-back balancing
by creating a proportionately stronger back following activations
in the front (Van Keymeulen et al., 2006); this suggests a posi-
tively correlated trend between the front and back (Figure 1B,
bottom).
Here, we explored these possibilities by studying the natural
variation of downstream readouts of the front (F-actin) and
back (p-MLC2) modules in populations of polarized primary
human neutrophils. We performed quantitative image analysis
to extract measures of signaling phenotypes (activity and local-
ization) of each of these readouts. We found that the relation
between front and back signaling is surprisingly different than
originally postulated. Rather than being anticorrelated or posi-
tively correlated, back signaling is surprisingly constant across
a wide range of front signaling levels (Figures 2 and S1), i.e.,
the back is ‘‘buffered’’ from the front.
How is this buffering achieved? Past experimental studies
have uncovered evidence that microtubules could act as an in-
termediate for long-range communication between the front
and the back of polarized neutrophils (Kumar et al., 2012; Pes-
tonjamasp et al., 2006).We analyzed neutrophils with pharmaco-
logically disrupted microtubules and found that microtubules
additionally play a strong role in buffering back signaling. How-
ever, they appear to do so predominantly via their effect on the
localization but not the activity of p-MLC2. Experimental disrup-
tion of microtubules uncovered an anticorrelated trend between
front activity and back localization. These data suggest thatell Reports 3, 1607–1616, May 30, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 1607
Figure 1. Core Neutrophil Polarity Network
(A) Simplified schema of the core neutrophil network
motif of mutual inhibition between the front (red-
shaded region) and back (green-shaded region)
signaling modules together with positive feedback at
the front.
(B) Cartoon illustration of potential relationships be-
tween front (F) and back (B) signaling for the core
network motif without (top) or with (bottom) a long-
range positive link from front to back (blue arrow).buffering depends on the role of microtubules in positively regu-
lating transport (Van Keymeulen et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2005)
rather than the inhibitory sequestration (Xu et al., 2005) of back
activators. Thus, although the importance of microtubules in
front-back communication has been established, we demon-
strate here an unanticipated role of microtubules in buffering
the localization of back signaling.
To computationally test whether microtubule-based regula-
tion is sufficient to create buffering of back localization, we
developed a conceptual mathematical model of the core
neutrophil network motif of front positive feedback coupled
with front-back mutual inhibition. We found that our model of
this core motif recapitulated the anticorrelated trend between
front and back observed in microtubule-disrupted neutrophils
and that the addition of a microtubule-mediated positive link
from front to back helped to restore buffering. Finally, because
the core motif of front positive feedback and front-back mutual
inhibition is a conserved topology among various types of
migrating cells (Chau et al., 2012; Swaney et al., 2010), we
asked what additional links to the core motif could buffer
back signaling. We systematically searched over network topol-
ogies (Chau et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2009) containing the core
motif and found within this collection that all topologies that
recapitulated buffering necessarily contained a positive long-
range link from front to back. Together, our work demonstrates
that (1) back signaling in neutrophils is surprisingly buffered
from variations in front signaling, (2) microtubules play an essen-
tial role in buffering the localization of back signaling and
achieve this buffering primarily via back activation, and (3) a
long-range positive link might be a general design principle for
insulating spatially segregated signaling domains created via
mutual inhibition.
RESULTS
Front and Back Signaling Phenotypes in Polarized
Neutrophils
Previous studies have shown that analysis of cell-to-cell vari-
ability can reveal topological properties of signaling networks1608 Cell Reports 3, 1607–1616, May 30, 2013 ª2013 The Authors(Cagatay et al., 2009; Janes et al., 2010;
Kollmann et al., 2005; Kuchina et al., 2011;
Raj and van Oudenaarden, 2008). Here, we
used this approach to examine how back
phenotypes vary over a range of observed
front phenotypes within populations of
polarized neutrophils. To reduce experimen-tally induced variability, we made use of primary human neutro-
phils, which exhibit a higher synchrony of chemotactic re-
sponses than cell lines like neutrophil-like HL-60 s, and we
studied natural fluctuations rather than using genetic or pharma-
cological disruptions (Van Keymeulen et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2003)
to the front or back modules.
Freshly harvested human neutrophils were seeded onto
96-well plates and stimulated with uniform chemoattractant
N-formyl-methionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLP; 10 nM). Cell
signaling states were assayed at 2 and 3 min after stimulation.
At these time points, nearly all neutrophils were morphologically
polarized (Figure S2A). Cells were fixed and costained for
F-actin and monophosphorylated myosin light-chain 2
(p-MLC2); these readouts provided downstream, integrated
readouts of the front and back cytoskeletal signaling modules
in each neutrophil (Extended Experimental Procedures).
Recent work has indicated that network interactions govern-
ing polarization of human neutrophils can be phenotype depen-
dent: both the strength and the spatial localization of front and
back signaling components—important phenotypes of polar-
izing neutrophils—were seen to be regulated by different
patterns of interactions (Ku et al., 2012). Thus, we measured
cell-averaged intensities of F-actin and p-MLC2 (Figure 2A
cartoon, horizontal axis) and also quantified the spatial localiza-
tion patterns of F-actin and p-MLC2 by computing their
‘‘spreadness,’’ defined as the degree to which the brightest
pixels for each marker were close together (low spreadness
value) or far apart (high spreadness value) within each cell
(Figure 2A cartoon, vertical axis; Extended Experimental Proce-
dures) (Ku et al., 2010). In general, a measurement of low
spreadness indicates a more polarized state, whereas a mea-
surement of high spreadness indicates a less polarized state.
Together, measurement of intensity and spread provided read-
outs of activity and polarity phenotypes for front and back
modules.
Neutrophils produce and retract transient, actin-rich pseudo-
pods as they explore their environments (Zigmond et al., 1981).
How does the back respond to these constant changes in the
front? From our thousands of individually measured cells, we
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Figure 2. Microtubules Buffer Back Polarity against Varying Front Strength in Polarized Human Neutrophils
(A) Density plots suggest that depolymerization of microtubules with nocodazole (Noco) reduces the ability of back spreadness to be buffered from changes in
front intensity in fMLP-stimulated human neutrophils. (Density plots were derived from pooled data [Table S1, fixed cell assay] with the top and bottom 1%
trimmed; replicates are analyzed individually in D.) Regression lines were computed as described in Experimental Procedures. The legend is an illustration of
polarized neutrophils with varying degrees of intensity or spreadness for front and back signaling markers.
(B) Representative images of neutrophils treated with or without nocodazole (left to right, low-to-high F-actin intensity). Red indicates F-actin, and green shows
p-MLC2. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(C) Summary of regression slope (top) and variability (bottom) between front intensity and back spreadness in replicates of control (Ctrl) and drug-treated cells.
Slope and variability are shown schematically in the box at the right and are described in Extended Experimental Procedures. Box plots illustrate median values
(center lines) and 25th and 75th percentiles (box edges) across replicate experiments. The vertical lines extend to the most extreme data points not considered
outliers (minima and maxima whiskers). Outliers are plotted individually (red ‘‘+’’). The back spreadness slope values were expressed in percentages of their
theoretical maximum (Extended Experimental Procedures). *p < 0.01, Wilcoxon’s two-sided rank sum test. Vin, vinblastine.
(D) Density plots (right column) of non-drug-treated control cells (as in A, top right) overlaid with scatterplot of cells ranked in the bottom 5% (magenta points) or
top 5% (blue points) based on intensity (bottom) or spreadness (top) of microtubule staining (MT). Probability plots (left column) reflect densities of scatterplots at
right. Gray curve reflects overall population density.
See also Figures S1, S2, S3, and Table S1.created density plots for simultaneously measured intensity and
spreadness measures for both the p-MLC2 and F-actin read-
outs. To assess front influence on the back, we calculated and
plotted regression lines (Figure 2A, top; Figures S1A and S1B,
black lines). Inspection of one of the four phenotype pairs,
namely front spreadness versus back spreadness, showed a
positive correlation. However, for the other three phenotype
pairs, p-MLC2 signaling appeared remarkably constant across
the natural range of F-actin signaling. This observation raised
the question of what network interactions within chemotaxing
neutrophils enable this buffering of back signaling from varia-
tions in front signaling.CA Functional Role for Microtubules to Buffer Back
Polarity from Changes in Front
Previous studies have demonstrated crosstalk betweenmicrotu-
bules and the front and back modules (Ku et al., 2012; Kumar
et al., 2012; Pestonjamasp et al., 2006; Van Keymeulen et al.,
2006; Xu et al., 2005). We therefore wondered whether microtu-
bules play a role in creating the bufferingwe observed in the back
module. To investigate this possibility, we pretreated neutrophils
with nocodazole, a microtubule-depolymerizing drug, for 30 min
before fMLP stimulation and searched for front-back relations
that showed significant changes upon drug treatment (Figures
2A and 2B). To only partially disrupt microtubule functions, weell Reports 3, 1607–1616, May 30, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 1609
chose a nocodazole concentration (9 mM) that is lower than
typical treatment conditions previously used in the literature
(Xu et al., 2005) and only partially reduces tubulin-staining inten-
sity (Ku et al., 2012).
We quantified the effects of microtubule disruption in two
ways. First, we compared the regression slopes between back
and front signaling in control and nocodazole-treated cells. We
found that disruption of microtubules via nocodazole signifi-
cantly altered the correlation between front intensity and back
spreadness (Figure 2C), but not for the other three pairs of
front-back phenotypes (Figure S1C, top). Specifically, for noco-
dazole-treated cells, we observed a significant change in anti-
correlation (5.7-fold change to slope) between F-actin intensity
and p-MLC2 spreadness. Second, we measured variability
based on the scatter of back phenotypes for given values of front
phenotypes (i.e., the dispersion of back phenotypes along the
regression line; Figure 2C, gray vertical arrow). Variability
increased significantly in the nocodazole-treated condition for
both F-actin intensity and F-actin spreadness versus p-MLC2
spreadness (2.72- and 2.64-fold changes, respectively) (Fig-
ure 2C, bottom; Figure S1C, bottom). We noted that these trends
were not due to increased variability in fMLP response times
(Figure S2A; in fact, nocodazole-treated cells had a tighter distri-
bution of peak response times than control cells), nonuniform
drug effects (Figure S2B), morphological changes, or the number
of bins used in computing slope (data not shown). Taken
together, our measurements of slope and variability suggest
that microtubules play a role in keeping the localization of back
signaling consistent across the physiological range of F-actin
signaling variations.
An intriguing and unresolved question posed by previous work
is whether microtubules predominantly act positively or nega-
tively on the back module (Xu et al., 2005), particularly in
physiological conditions. In the case of an activating role, micro-
tubules were speculated to direct the transport of GEFs to the
back; whereas in the case of an inhibiting role, microtubules
were speculated to sequester these GEFs. In the latter case, a
loss of microtubule mass would be expected to cause an in-
crease in p-MLC2 intensity by releasing GEFs throughout the
cell. However, our mild nocodazole treatment did not signifi-
cantly alter the average p-MLC2 intensity; instead, it created a
severe disruption in p-MLC2 localization. This suggests a posi-
tive role for a microtubule-mediated link in regulating back local-
ization, likely due to transport of back-activating factors.
We sought to investigate the role of microtubules in buffering
with two other microtubule inhibitors: vinblastine and taxol (n =
6 replicates each; Figure S3; Table S1). Both vinblastine and
taxol inhibit microtubule dynamics while maintaining the mass
of polymerized tubulin, but vinblastine additionally blocks micro-
tubule-based transport (Kwan and Kirschner, 2005), whereas
taxol does not. As with nocodazole, neither vinblastine nor taxol
affected the buffering of back intensity (versus either front
phenotype) (Figures 2C and S1C). Additionally, the loss of buff-
ering (asmeasured by slope and/or variation) to back localization
observed in nocodazole-treated cells was also observed in
vinblastine-treated cells; however, in taxol-treated cells, the
loss of buffering, though statistically significant, was greatly
diminished (Figures 2C and S1C). Reassuringly, no apparent1610 Cell Reports 3, 1607–1616, May 30, 2013 ª2013 The Authorsloss of buffering was observed for cells treated with Akt1/Akt2
inhibitor (Akti), a drug that does not targetmicrotubulemachinery
(Figures 2C and S1C).
Next, we examined our control (non-drug-treated) cells to see
whether natural variation in microtubule properties could reveal
similar trends. We reanalyzed our images of non-drug-treated
cells, ranked the control cells by the intensity or spreadness of
microtubule staining, and studied the buffering of the top and
bottom 5% of the cells in these categories. Cells in the top and
bottom 5% of microtubule intensity showed similar abilities to
buffer (Figure 2D, bottom). However, the 5% of cells with the
lowest microtubule spreadness showed remarkably consistent
back localization, whereas the 5% of cells with the most micro-
tubule spreadness showed dramatically increased variability
(Figure 2D, top). Taken together, our analysis of both natural
and drug-induced perturbations of microtubules was consistent
with the conclusion that the localization of microtubules is more
important than the total mass of microtubules for creating back
buffering.
A Conceptual Mathematical Model for Investigating the
Role of Microtubules in Buffering Back Polarity
Is the network topology suggested by the experimental findings
(mutual inhibition between front and back, a positive feedback
loop in the front, and microtubules acting positively in a spatially
dependent manner on the back) sufficient to produce the exper-
imentally observed buffering of back polarity against front
intensity? On one hand, one may see intuitively that microtu-
bule-mediated activation of the back (implicated above) may
counter mutual inhibition between the front and back. On the
other hand, it is not clear whether the addition of this positive
long-range link is sufficient to explain the observed buffering ef-
fect. Therefore, wemade use ofmathematical modeling to inves-
tigate the behavior that emerges from links among the front,
back, and microtubules.
We chose a phenomenological rather than a mechanistic
approach for modeling network interactions because many
detailed network parameters are still unknown, and our primary
goal was to understand the fundamental behaviors emerging
from our identified network interactions (Rodrigue and Philippe,
2010). Our mathematical model of polarity was designed in two
steps: the first step captured the core motif of front and back in-
teractions, and the second step captured microtubule-mediated
communication between front and back. We note that this
modeling effort is not intended to build an ‘‘end-to-end’’ model
of neutrophil chemotaxis that predicts the entire process from
chemoattractant sensing to symmetry breaking to motility.
Rather, we focused on how neutrophils stabilize their asymmetry
once asymmetry is established. As previously noted, breaking
symmetry is not enough tomaintain stable polarity (Van Keymeu-
len et al., 2006;Wong et al., 2006), and there is a need for a quan-
titative model of how polarity is not only initiated but stabilized
(Van Keymeulen et al., 2006).
Step 1: Modeling the Core Motif
Many mathematical models have been proposed to investigate
potential mechanisms underlying the initial symmetry breaking
that establishes polarity in a cell (Gamba et al., 2005; Irimia
Figure 3. Mathematical Model of Microtubule Interactions with Front and Back Reveals a Role for Buffering Back Polarity
(A) Illustration of the neutrophil polarity model featuring interactions among front (red), back (green), and microtubules (M; blue). Top-left view shows that two
additional interactions were added to the ‘‘core’’ motif accounting for the exclusion of microtubules from the front and microtubule-mediated activation of the
back. Top-right view and table present the parameters used to model microtubule-mediated front-to-back interaction (Extended Experimental Procedures).
(B) Sample outcome of polarization from simulatedmodel. Cell membrane is visualizedwith an annulus; blue dots represent the location ofmicrotubule tips on the
membrane. Red and green indicate spatial distribution of active front and back components, respectively. For visualization, themaximum values of front and back
concentrations are both normalized to one. For each polarized cell, the front area and back width were measured as proxies of the front intensity and back
spreadness (Extended Experimental Procedures).
(C) Scatterplots of back width versus front area obtained by sampling parameters. Top-left and middle panels are without and with microtubules, respectively.
Thick black lines represent regression lines. Lower and upper gray lines indicate variability around regression line (Extended Experimental Procedures). Triangles
and dotted lines refer to data points obtained by varying the front amount around its nominal value. Bar graph illustrates regression slope and variability of back
width versus front area.
See also Figure S4A and Table S2.et al., 2009; Jilkine et al., 2007; Keren et al., 2008; Levchenko and
Iglesias, 2002; Meinhardt, 1999; Narang, 2006; Neilson et al.,
2011; Onsum and Rao, 2007; Otsuji et al., 2007; Weiner et al.,
2007; Xiong et al., 2010). To model the core motif, we chose as
our starting point a previously developed model for neutrophils
in which front and back distributions evolve via a system of
mass-conserved, reaction-diffusion equations (Figure 3A, top
left, gray-shaded background) (Extended Experimental Proce-
dures) (Otsuji et al., 2007). This model captured the establish-
ment of polarization for front and back signaling domains on a
cell membrane represented as a 1D interval, with stimulant pre-
sented in a spatial gradient. We modified this model as follows
(Extended Experimental Procedures; Table S2). First, we simpli-
fied the model to capture interactions between a single front and
a single back component. Second, we extended the model so
that the spatial distributions of front and back were simulated
on a 1D circular (rather than an interval) cell membrane. Third,
to mimic the conditions of our experiments conducted on human
neutrophils, we allowed cells to spontaneously polarize in a uni-
form but noisy stimulation field rather than a gradient.
To simulate naturally occurring variability, we generated pop-
ulations of ‘‘virtual’’ cells by randomly sampling parameters of
the core motif within a small (1.5-fold) range of their nominalCvalues (Otsuji et al., 2007) (see Extended Experimental Proce-
dures for justification of nominal parameter values; Table S2).
We additionally varied the total concentration of the front module
over a larger (4-fold) concentration range to mimic variation to
front signaling (Extended Experimental Procedures). In total,
we generated 6,000 cells (1,000 per each of six front concentra-
tions). As proxies for front intensity and back polarity, we
computed the area under the front concentration curves (front
area) and the width at half-maximal range of the back concentra-
tion curves (back width), respectively (Extended Experimental
Procedures). Based on these simulations, we found that
increased front concentrations resulted in decreased back
widths, which led to a pronounced anticorrelation between front
and back (Figure 3C). These results were consistent with our
experimental observations of cells with disrupted microtubules
(Figure 2B, bottom right; Figure 2D, right).
Step 2: Adding Microtubule Interactions
A large body of computational work has also proposed detailed
mathematical models of microtubules (Ebbinghaus and Santen,
2011; Flyvbjerg et al., 1994; Mishra et al., 2005; VanBuren et al.,
2005) and examined their functions in different contexts, such as
chromosomal spindle organization (Gay et al., 2012; Loughlinell Reports 3, 1607–1616, May 30, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 1611
Figure 4. Systematic Assessment of the Performance of Different Polarity Network Topologies in Buffering Back Polarity
(A) Set of possible additional links (blue dashed lines) to the core topology (black lines).
(B) Schema of additions including one, two, or three positive or negative links.
(C and D) Heatmap of changes to the buffering performance upon addition of direct (C) or indirect (D) links. The heatmap color scale illustrates the change to the
buffering between the new and the original topologies (i.e., link versus no link). Cyan or yellow indicates decreased or increased, respectively, buffering capability
compared to the core topology. Green-shaded background shows topologies with the best overall buffering performance for both direct and indirect model
implementations. Gray-shaded background presents topologies where the back was excessively ‘‘squeezed’’ into a narrow region.
See also Figures S4B, S4C, and Table S3.et al., 2010) and the establishment of polarity in leukocytes (Bar-
att et al., 2008; Irimia et al., 2009). For our phenomenological
model, we focused on experimental findings related to the
distribution of microtubules and the role of microtubules in trans-
porting back activators. First, in unstimulated primary human
neutrophils, microtubules are uniformly distributed, but after
neutrophils are stimulated with chemoattractant, microtubules
are rapidly excluded from the front and reorient to the sides
and backs of cells (Eddy et al., 2002). Second, microtubules
are involved in the activation and spatial distribution of back
signaling components. As mentioned previously, microtubules
locally deliver GEFs, some of which regulate localization of
RhoA signaling activity (Bement et al., 2005; Rogers et al.,
2004; Wong et al., 2007). Based on these experimental findings,
wemodeled two interactions betweenmicrotubules and the core
polarity motif: exclusion of microtubules from the front, and
microtubule-based activation of the back (Figures 3A and
S4A). Together, these two interactions constituted a long-range,
positive link from front to back.
Our inclusion of microtubule interactions required an addi-
tional six parameters: exclusion, the strength of front-driven
exclusion of the microtubules (q); activation, the strength (kM)
and the spatial range (s) of microtubule-based back activation;
andmicrotubule distribution, the total number of microtubule ca-
bles (NMT), the rate of microtubule repositioning (l), and the min-
imum separation between individual microtubules (d). In our
model, the locations of microtubule cables were represented
simply by the positions of their tips on the cell membrane (Fig-
ure 3A, top right, blue circles).
Could our extendedmodel with microtubule interactions reca-
pitulate the experimentally observed buffering of back (Fig-
ure 2B)? In our simulations, we started with uniform distributions
for front and back and uniformly randomly chosen microtubule1612 Cell Reports 3, 1607–1616, May 30, 2013 ª2013 The Authorstip positions. During the simulation, cells rapidly underwent
random symmetry breaking: front and back components self-
organized into distinct signaling domains on the cell membrane,
whereasmicrotubule tips also broke their uniform distributions to
reorganize themselves toward the back (Figure 3B, top). We
found that in the presence of microtubules, the slope decreased
by 46%, and variability decreased by 35%. (In general,
decreasing model parameters that helped deliver or spread
back activation decreased buffering [data not shown].) Thus,
consistent with our experimental findings, our numerical studies
suggested that the addition of a positive, long-range link medi-
ated by microtubules could help to buffer back localization
from front intensity variations within a cell and reduce variability
of back signaling localization from cell to cell.
Systematic Search for Network Topologies that Buffer
Back from Front
An intriguing question is whether the ability to buffer the back
could be obtained by adding different links, or combinations of
links, to this motif. The segregation of polarity network proteins
to opposite poles in various migratory cells is regulated by a cir-
cuit containing positive feedback and mutual inhibition (Chau
et al., 2012; Swaney et al., 2010). We performed a systematic
computational search of network topologies (Chau et al., 2012;
Kollmann et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2009) to gain insight into how
combinatorial additions of links to the core motif could buffer
back polarity (Figures 4A and S4B).
To identify general principles (and to make this search compu-
tationally tractable), we simplified and abstractedmechanisms of
feedbackandcrosstalk.Weagain beganwith ourmodifiedmodel
of the core motif. We implemented both positive and negative
long-range interactions between front and back, using either a
direct or indirect long-range link (Extended Experimental
Procedures). We additionally considered local positive or nega-
tive feedback at the back. We excluded network topologies that
would have simply altered the strength of any existing link within
the core circuit such as combining negative and positive links at
the front. The set of all possible nonredundant additions to the
core topology contained 6 topologies with one additional link,
12 topologies with two additional links, and 8 topologies with
three additional links (Figures 4B and S4C). We chose interaction
strengths for these additional links thatwere large enough to have
a noticeable effect comparedwith the referencemodel yet not so
large as toeliminate polarizationor overpower theoriginal core to-
pology (Extended Experimental Procedures; Table S3).
As before, we randomly generated virtual cells (n = 1,000) and
measured the width of back signaling in polarized cells
(Extended Experimental Procedures). To compare buffering per-
formance, we again extracted the regression slope of front area
versus back width from the scatterplots and the variability of
back width along the regression line (Extended Experimental
Procedures). We then computed the relative regression slopes
or variabilities as measured by the logarithm of the ratio between
these values for an extended model and the core motif
(Extended Experimental Procedures). A value of zero meant
that the model offered no change to regression slope or vari-
ability, whereas a positive (negative) value indicated increased
(diminished) buffering capabilities. Interestingly, we found that
only the topology containing a long-range front-to-back positive
interaction improved back buffering based on both metrics (Fig-
ure 4B, topologies with green-shaded background). For certain
network topologies, the front component overwhelmed the
back by occupying a large portion of the cell membrane and re-
stricting the back to a small area regardless of parameter; we
discarded these topologies from further analysis changes
(Figure 4B, topologies with gray-shaded background).
Our study also revealed that the directionality of the additional
long-range link is important: the addition of a reversed long-
range positive link from back to front did not buffer back width.
This was due to pre-existing asymmetries in the core motif,
namely positive feedback at the front, and a greater total amount
of front than back components (based on existing literature
[Michaelson et al., 2001]; Table S2, u2 versus u4). As a conse-
quence, models with symmetric topologies (with respect to front
and back) need not have similar buffering performance in our
simulations. We further observed that the network with an addi-
tional back negative feedback link resulted in a significant loss of
polarization. In this case, an inhibitory strength that was relatively
weak (compared with the positive feedback link) was required to
achieve a reasonable polarization rate; hence, the buffering per-
formance of this topology was similar to that of the reference
model. Finally, we observed that similar results were obtained
regardless of whether we modeled the long-range links as direct
(Figure 4C) or indirect (Figure 4D) connections between front and
back (Extended Experimental Procedures). Taken together, all
topologies in our computational search that recapitulated buff-
ering necessarily contained a positive long-range link from front
to back. Thus, short-range negative crosstalk establishes
spatially segregated front and back signaling domains, whereas
long-range positive crosstalk insulates the back from changes in
front signaling.CDISCUSSION
Although mutual inhibition has been established as a front-back
signaling network motif responsible for symmetry breaking,
several unexplored questions remain, including how the front
and back modules vary with respect to one another and how
cellular asymmetry is maintained despite those variations. To
investigate these questions, we analyzed naturally occurring
variation in the relations between downstream readouts of front
(F-actin) and back (p-MLC2) signaling observed within tens of
thousands of individually polarized primary human neutrophils.
We found (for three out of our four phenotype pairs) that back
signaling is buffered across a wide range of naturally varying
front signaling levels. However, disruption of microtubules by
nocodazole revealed significant increases in anticorrelation
and/or variability of back signaling localization with respect to
front signaling. This result shows that front-back mutual inhibi-
tion operates as a core motif in microtubule-disrupted cells
and that the presence of microtubules is required to buffer
back polarity.
Microtubules are known to be essential for proper regulation of
the back module. However, it has been unclear what signaling
behaviors of the front and back module emerge from microtu-
bule regulation of the back—or even whether this regulation is
primarily activating (Pestonjamasp et al., 2006; Van Keymeulen
et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2005) through mechanisms such as
spatially localized microtubule delivery of GEFs (Odell and Foe,
2008) or whether this regulation is suppressing (Xu et al., 2005)
through polymerized tubulin acting as a passive, global sink for
GEFs. Our studies of natural variation in polarizing primary hu-
man neutrophils show that microtubules buffer the localization
but not the global intensity of p-MLC2 signaling, with microtu-
bules primarily activating rather than suppressing the back.
Computational studies of a conceptual polarity circuit, in which
microtubules are excluded by the front and transport Rho activa-
tors to the back, recapitulate the buffering behavior that we
experimentally observed. Together, these studies provide a
model for how microtubules could mediate a positive, long-
range link from front to back.
How does this specific role of microtubules fit in with previous
reports of neutrophil chemotaxis after microtubule disruption?
We note that, in our nocodazole-treated cells, we did not
observe a global change in p-MLC2 intensity after 3 min of
fMLP exposure, whereas an increase was previously reported
for RhoA-GTP after 1 min of fMLP exposure (Xu et al., 2005).
This may be due to our choice of a further downstream readout
(p-MLC2 versus RhoA-GTP) or our lower dose of nocodazole
(9 mM) compared to higher doses previously used (25 mM or
20 mM) (Wong et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2005). Depolymerization
of microtubules with a high dose of nocodazole could release
a global ‘‘cloud’’ of activating GEFs, altering both the intensity
and localization of front and back readouts. Such an alteration
could produce a dramatic phenotype, but the cause of the
phenotype may be hard to dissect because both sequestration
and delivery would be simultaneously lost.
Does the addition of a positive, long-range front-to-back link
to the neutrophil core polarity motif provide a general solution
to buffer back signaling? Could other combinations of linksell Reports 3, 1607–1616, May 30, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 1613
provide similar buffering? Previous systematic searches
through network topologies have provided a powerful approach
for identifying network design principles and guiding future
experimental searches (Geva-Zatorsky et al., 2006; Ma et al.,
2009; von Dassow et al., 2000). Our computational studies pre-
dicted that the addition of a long-range front-to-back link
buffers back localization from variation of front activity and
that other topologies that buffer back signaling also contain
this link. Importantly, in the absence of a long-range front-to-
back link, back signaling was predicted to be anticorrelated
with front signaling, which is not experimentally observed in
control neutrophils but is observed in microtubule-disrupted
neutrophils. The complete set of signaling components and
measured parameters responsible for this phenomenon are
not yet fully known. Thus, the modeling approach we took
was conceptual. More refined models, incorporating larger
numbers of components and measured parameters, can be
used in the future to guide experimental investigations of mech-
anisms in neutrophils as well as in other cell types that create
spatially segregated signaling domains through mutual
inhibition.
The design of a molecular network constrains signaling
behaviors. Here, in polarized human neutrophils, we have
taken a reverse-engineering approach: we inferred network
topology by observing cell-to-cell variation and asking which
networks permit observed ranges of behavioral variability.
Such analysis may reveal trends that may not be visible by
studying one component alone, one phenotype alone, or
population averages. Similar reverse-engineering analyses will
be useful for identifying core network motifs operating in
other biological systems and understanding their behavioral
consequences.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Isolation of Primary Neutrophils from Human Blood
Human neutrophils were isolated as described in Bo¨yum (1968). In brief, neu-
trophils from venous blood of a single healthy donor were purified by dextran
sedimentation and density-gradient centrifugation with Ficoll (GE Healthcare;
#17-5442-02). Contaminating red blood cells were removed by hypotonic
lysis.
Chemotactic Assay for Drug-Treated Cells
Purified human neutrophils were plated into 96-well Nunc glass plate (Fisher;
#12-566-35), precoated with fibronectin (BD Bioscience; #354008), at a den-
sity of 10,000 cells per well. Cells were incubated at 37C with 5% CO2 for
20min before adding drugs. The concentrations for each drugwere as follows:
9 mM for nocodazole (Sigma-Aldrich; M1404), 5 mM for taxol (Sigma-Aldrich;
T1912), 20 mM for vinblastine (Sigma-Aldrich; V1377), and 10 mM for Akti
(Fisher; #124018). All experiments had multiple repeats (nocodazole, n = 10;
taxol, n = 6; vinblastine, n = 6; Akti, n = 6) that were performed on at least 3
different days, including four repeats on a single day for each condition.
Each replicate experiment had two replicate wells, which were pooled for sub-
sequent analysis. After incubation with drugs for 30 min at room temperature
(RT), cells were uniformly stimulated with 10 nM fMLP for 2 or 3 min at 37C
before formaldehyde fixation.
Immunofluorescence Assay
Human neutrophils were fixed and permeabilized after fMLP stimulation. The
primary antibodies, anti-p-MLC2 (Cell Signaling Technology; #3675) and
anti-a-tubulin (Cell Signaling Technology; #2144), were added to each well1614 Cell Reports 3, 1607–1616, May 30, 2013 ª2013 The Authorsfor overnight incubation at 4C. After three washes, cells were incubated
with secondary antibodies conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen;
A11055) and Alexa Fluor 546 (Invitrogen; A10040) for 2 hr at RT to fluorescently
label p-MLC2 and a-tubulin, respectively. To label F-actin and DNA, cells were
incubated with Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated phalloidin (Invitrogen; A22287) and
Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen; H1399), respectively, for 30 min at RT followed by
three washes.
Image Acquisition for Fixed-Cell Assay
All fluorescence images were acquired using aBDPathway 855 Bioimager (BD
Biosciences) equipped with laser autofocus system, Olympus 403 objective
lens, and high-resolution Hamamatsu ORCA ER CCD camera using 1 3 1




Wemanually inspected all fluorescence images and discarded those present-
ing obvious anomalies (e.g., focus issues and abnormal fluorescence staining).
Images with poorly segmented cells were resegmented with manually opti-
mized segmentation parameters.
Identification of Cellular Regions
Image background correction was done using the National Institutes of Health
ImageJ software (Rasband, 1997–2012). Cellular regions were determined us-
ing a watershed-based segmentation algorithm that first retrieved nuclear re-
gions using DNA staining then combined multiple cytosolic region markers to
identify cellular boundaries. To account for the polymorphonuclear nature of
neutrophil DNA, we used a segmentation algorithm that automatically merged
multiple segmented regions into one cell to avoid oversegmentation (Ku et al.,
2010). Cellular regions located at the edge of an image or sharing long bound-
aries with neighbor cells were also discarded to avoid erroneous characteriza-
tion of polarization patterns.
Cellular Feature Extraction
For each segmented cellular region and readout for front (F-actin) or back
(p-MLC2), we extracted the average intensity and the spreadness (see
Extended Experimental Procedures for details).
Computing Slope and Variability of Back versus Front Phenotypes
Given a pair of front and back phenotypes, pF and pB, cells were sorted by
increasing values of pF and partitioned into Q (=5) bins with equal numbers
of cells. For slope, the mean value of pB in each bin was computed, and the
MATLAB built-in function ‘‘regress.m’’ was then used to compute a regression
line through thesemeans.We estimated variability by (1) sorting all values of pB
by their height difference to the regression line; (2) shifting the height of the
best-fitting regression line up or down to coincide with the two data points
at the 90th or 10th percentiles of this height measure, respectively; then (3) re-
porting the height difference between the two shifted lines. See Extended
Experimental Procedures for details.
Mathematical Models
The mathematical models were modified from a mass-conserved reaction-
diffusion mechanism originally proposed by Otsuji et al. (2007) that described
the qualitative model proposed by Bourne and colleagues (Xu et al., 2003). De-
tails of the mathematical model and general network topology search may be
found in Extended Experimental Procedures.
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